Act today to keep wolves protected!
Congress threatens wolves and the Endangered Species Act
If some members of Congress have their way, wolves across some or even all of the lower 48 states
will lose their Endangered Species Act (ESA) protections
through stand-alone bills or riders on must-pass legislation.
Your help is needed now to stop anti-wolf legislation from
moving forward.
Please contact your members of Congress and Interior
Secretary Jewell and tell them decisions about the future of
endangered species should be based on science, not politics.
Already, U.S. Rep. Reed Ribble (WI) is leading an effort to
remove federal court protections for wolves in Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Michigan and Wyoming.
Pressure is being applied to many members of Congress for
legislation to push wolves nationwide, even the small,
struggling population of Mexican gray wolves, towards
extinction.
Bills or riders aimed at stripping endangered wolves of federal
protections put more than wolves in peril - they threaten all wildlife and the Endangered Species
Act itself. Wolves are being used as pawns in a larger effort to sink the ark that provides for the
conservation of all animals.
Please contact members of Congress and the Secretary of the Interior today and urge them to
oppose any anti-wolf legislation.
You will be most effective if you call personally or send an email in your own words. Whether you
call or write, please be polite so that your message will be heard. Remember, you will most likely
connect with a staffer who will pass your message along.
Sample message for phone calls:
Start by identifying yourself and where you’re calling from.
I am calling to urge [the Senator, the Congressman, Secretary Jewell] to oppose any anti-wolf
legislation or riders. Legislation that removes wolves’ protections undermines the Endangered
Species Act, and places all wildlife in danger. Appropriations bills and other must-pass legislation
should be kept clean of anti-wolf and other controversial riders. Thank you.



Congress members’ contact information can be found at http://www.contactingthecongress.org/
Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell Phone: (202) 208-7351

Sample message for email:
Please oppose any anti-wolf legislation or riders. Wolves play a key role in keeping our nation’s
wildlands healthy and they have barely begun to recover in many places, including the Southwest,
where only 83 Mexican gray wolves were found in the wild at last official count. Federal protections
are necessary to allow struggling populations of wolves to survive and expand into suitable habitat.
Decisions about endangered wildlife should be based on science rather than political whims.
Legislation that removes wolves’ protections undermines the Endangered Species Act, a popular,
important law enacted with overwhelming bi-partisan support. Without a strong Endangered Species
Act, we face a future devoid of the rich diversity of wildlife that should be our national legacy. Bills
that undermine the ESA threaten all wolves and all wildlife.
Appropriations bills and other must-pass legislation should be kept clean of anti-wolf and other
controversial riders. Legislation of importance to the entire country should not be held hostage by
special interests.
Poll after poll has shown consistently that the American public supports wolf recovery. People all over
the world are rooting for our wolves. We have a responsibility to ourselves, the world, and future
generations to ensure the recovery of these important animals that were hunted, poisoned and trapped
to near extinction.
Again, I urge you to oppose any and all legislative attempts to remove protections for wolves.
Thank you for your kind consideration.
[Your name and address}
Email Addresses:


Congressional contact information can be found at http://www.contactingthecongress.org/



Secretary of the Interior Sally Jewell: E-Mail: feedback@ios.doi.gov

Thank you for acting for wolves today!

For more information, email info@mexicanwolves.org or go to www.mexicanwolves.org

